June 2 Set As Date for Alumni Banquet

The June 2 date has been set for the next Great Western Alumni Banquet which together with other events will constitute the Lima annual reunion of the University of Chicago's famous alumnae and alumni who served in the war effort in the Eastern theater. The banquet will be held in the Lima Athletic Club, starting at 7:30 p.m. 

June 2 is set as the date for the Great Western Alumni Banquet.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships Awarded To Armore Students

These Armore students, John E. Stiles, W. U. Borchers, and Henry T. Pitney, were recently awarded scholarships.

The Board of Trustees of the University has authorized the awarding of the following scholarships to Armore students:

- John E. Stiles, $250
- W. U. Borchers, $250
- Henry T. Pitney, $250

Armore Tech News

Welcome, Open House Guests

Open House night is an open tradition which we are proud of. On that night, we try to give our guests as broad a view as possible of the range and scope of our offerings. In a word, we try to give them a feel for what it means to study at Armore. We hope that they may see not only what the courses and activities mean for the students, but what they mean for education and for industrial advancement. And we have to be convinced that this will be the case.

Wagner gets three

Wagner had his senior picture taken, the Tech ball team shut out Wheaton by a score of 24-0 last week in the season opener for the senior, the second longest season of any of the sports.

Both players gave a good account of themselves as far as their skillants were concerned. Wagner showed real potential for the team and his捞 acquisitions. Wagner had his senior picture taken, the Tech ball team shut out Wheaton by a score of 24-0 last week in the season opener for the senior, the second longest season of any of the sports.

The regular features of the Engagement column include: promotions, engagements, and the announcements of the upcoming events and activities.

JUNIOR MARSHALS

Junior marshals will be on hand to lead the Junior marshals on parade and will be tasked with maintaining order and ensuring the safe and orderly flow of the event.

FINISHING TOUCHES IN NEW ENGINEER

During the development of the project, the juniors were provided with the necessary training and supervision to ensure their success. The success of the project was dependent on the junior marshals' ability to understand and apply the principles of the new engine.

ARMORE GREET NATIONAL GUESTS IN OPEN HOUSE DISPLAY; NEW DEVICES EXPLAINED

ARMORE GREET NATIONAL GUESTS IN OPEN HOUSE DISPLAY; NEW DEVICES EXPLAINED

By Robert P. Reddick, Armore Tech

Open House guests enjoyed the open house display, featuring new devices and technologies. The description which follows covers only a part of the extensive coverage available this evening, and is meant to give a general idea of the types of devices and displays that were on display.

By Robert P. Reddick, Armore Tech

Open House guests enjoyed the open house display, featuring new devices and technologies. The description which follows covers only a part of the extensive coverage available this evening, and is meant to give a general idea of the types of devices and displays that were on display.

FRACTIONS ENGAGE IN FIRST OPEN HOUSE

Michigan Armore will be hosting an engaging activity where guests can explore the principles of fractions. The event will be held at the Michigan Armore office and will cover the basics of fractions.

SPRING CONCERT TO GIVE ARTISTIC TOUCH TO WEEK

Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m., Michigan Armore will host a spring concert featuring the talents of our students. The concert will be open to the public and will be held in the main auditorium.

Erika Kappu Na Elites W. Chapman President

At last Thursday's meeting of Erika Kappu Na, honorary national fraternity, William A. Chapman was elected president for the coming year. The other officers are as follows: E. G. Lichte, vice-president; E. H. Bridge, corresponding secretary; F. H. Martin, corresponding treasurer; and A. C. Meade, immediate past-president.

At last Thursday's meeting of Erika Kappu Na, honorary national fraternity, William A. Chapman was elected president for the coming year. The other officers are as follows: E. G. Lichte, vice-president; E. H. Bridge, corresponding secretary; F. H. Martin, corresponding treasurer; and A. C. Meade, immediate past-president.
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Open House guests enjoyed the open house display, featuring new devices and technologies. The description which follows covers only a part of the extensive coverage available this evening, and is meant to give a general idea of the types of devices and displays that were on display.
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Open House guests enjoyed the open house display, featuring new devices and technologies. The description which follows covers only a part of the extensive coverage available this evening, and is meant to give a general idea of the types of devices and displays that were on display.
OPEN HOUSE

By B. M. Rose

The Italian Army was last
summer characterized by a
remarkable lack of discipline, by
the break in the ranks, and by
the manifest superiority of the
indigenous peoples. It is now
clear that this was not due to
inadequate discipline or to the
lack of discipline. The Italian
Army, however, is not the only
Army in the world that needs
improvement. It is not the only
Army that has been weakened
by the break in the ranks, and
by the manifest superiority of
the indigenous peoples. It is not
the only Army that needs to be
improved.

The Steam Shovel

In spite of the fact that there
are many people who will read
this paper, and as we are not
likely to make any noise, there
is no need to do anything.

The steam shovel is the
most important invention of the
past year. It is the greatest
advancement in the field of
heavy engineering since the
invention of the steam engine.

The steam shovel is capable
of lifting and moving large
quantities of earth and stone,
and it is used in all kinds of
construction work. It is
particularly useful in digging
foundations, excavating tunnels,
and moving large quantities of
earth and stone.

JUNIOR WELK—Allison (from page one)
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of lifting and moving large
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construction work. It is
particularly useful in digging
foundations, excavating tunnels,
and moving large quantities of
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COSTUMES TOBACCOCS

In the summer of 1965, the

tobacco industry began to
experience a significant
increase in the demand for
smoking tobacco. This trend
was driven by a combination
of factors, including an
decline in the use of cigarettes,
a rise in the price of

smoking tobacco, and an
increase in the number of

people who were trying to quit
smoking. As a result, the

industry saw a surge in the

sales of smoking tobacco,

leading to increased profits for

smoking tobacco companies.

The increase in demand for

smoking tobacco also had

an impact on the tobacco

industry's production. To

meet the increased demand,

manufacturers increased their

production of smoking
tobacco, leading to a

shortage of raw materials.

This shortage resulted in

higher prices for tobacco

leaves and other raw

materials, which in turn

led to higher costs for

manufacturers.

Despite the challenges

faced by the tobacco

industry, smoking tobacco

remained a popular

product. Its use continues
to be widespread,

particularly among adults,

and the industry continues
to invest in research and
development in an effort to

innovate new products and

address public health

concerns.
Armour Golfer Defeats by 1 Up

The Armour golfer cut a 1 Up defeat at the hands of Betty Lines at Oakmont Country Club. Unfortunately only three men were able to attend and this of course inevitably handicapped the team and was partially the reason for such a big-sided match. The two points were made by the clutch of three men where they defeated Lynch 2 1 1 in the singles.

During the first set of Jones Week, the team will take a trip to playing Whelan's College Mondays and Eastern States Teachers College on Thursday. Last Saturday the sixes skipped the Alton and South Bend but the results were not available at press time. At the end of the week, St. Victor will be played South Bend.

Wheaton Game—

The ninth and also in the first half of the seventh, but the second half saw few skippers and the result was not as favorable as the first. Aronson went out to lead in the third, and Willard won in the fourth set on Armstrong's fifth choice. The match was completed with the first half won by the team and the second half by the visitors, but the result was not as favorable as the first. Willard went out to lead in the second, and Armstrong won in the third set.

Tennis Team Earns Victory over a Draw

In the second match, the team played a round with a five-man team. They won with a draw, and the second half saw few skippers and the result was not as favorable as the first. Aronson went out to lead in the third set, and Willard won in the fourth set on Armstrong's fifth choice. The match was completed with the first half won by the team and the second half by the visitors, but the result was not as favorable as the first. Willard went out to lead in the second, and Armstrong won in the third set.

Trackmen Defeat South Side, 69-62

Turning to their third successive victory over the South Side four this season, the Armour team came through in typical style to beat their opponents, 28 to 15, last Wednesday at Cooney Park. Riding the third third of three teams this year, it was also the third time that the Armourers came through in the first event, the relay, to come out on top.

First place went to the Armourers, and if the Armourers, and after McGeevand took an early lead, it was maintained in the sprint for an easy victory by twenty yards.

Second Heat—

The meet as a whole was a new affair which neither team was able to get set for track. If a new affair with a South Side win in 10 that night, Damascus nearly matched the team's first place, and the Altoners, getting the score once more in an even harder, at 11 p.m. Northwest took second, following the Zephyrs through the low hurdles, and brought the score to 46-42 in their favor.

Ceylon is famous for Spices

Brasil is famous for Coffee

...but Turkey is famous for Tobacco

...the aromatic Turkish tobacco that adds fragrance and flavor to Chesterfield Cigarettes.